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Tygrr Robertson(January 19,1970)
 
I was born in Seattle in 1970 and raised all over Washington State and parts of
Idaho I am currently residing in Wenatchee Washington.
   I am a fledgling to writing poetry. I try to write from the heart, expressing the
feelings of the moment, in an attempt to capture them visually in words to share
with everyone. I can only improve through my perceptions of others and their
views on reality. Other than that I live by my moral instincts.
   I had been in the Food and Beverage industry for the last 15 years or so. I've
been anywhere from F&B manager to Dishwasher. I had stuck with it for the love
& excitement of the life. I am now currently working towards a degree here at
the Wenatchee Valley College.
  Oh yes, not to forget, my Mother and my most personal friends have been the
inspiration behind most of my writings. I will continue to reflect, and grow as a
writer as I learn the craft and am able to regress to my earlier life, or just spew it
from my present thoughts. I will continue this sort of daily log on an un-daily
premise. This is no promise but I will do my best.
  Please follow me on my new blog site and comment or make suggestions. I am
adding poet/writer related stuff there regularly. Follow the link: 	
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Alone
 
This pain deep inside
No one to confide...
...Now there's only me...
Guess that's how it was meant to be
 
Reflective thinking,
...pondered thoughts,
...Sick from all the friend's,
I've lost!
 
Now I know,
...but it's too late
Mistakes been made
...That's no debate
 
I though I was special,
...I thought I was good
What a rude awakening! ...
 
There is just me now,
...and I am only a man
 
No special effects
...or wires and tricks
Just me now,
...and all my undoing
If only I could take,
...some of it back
I'd give almost anything,
...just to see that! !
 
I pray I learned,
...from my mistakes
Til' then this pain,
...Keep's me awake! ! !
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Always Been
 
Love,
it rings in the New Year
With new hopes,
and discarded fear
I hold you so tight,
so glad that you're here
Knowing in my heart,
that you'll always be near
 
Life keeps changing,
as time passes by
With lessons I've learned,
and the tears that I cry
My thoughts, heart and soul,
To you I confide
Heart aching to share,
these with you, by my side
 
Sitting here writing,
watching you sleeping
My heart races toward,
a most wonderful feeling
Love for you,
so deep and so clear
My spirit knows,
that you've always been here
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Anxiety
 
Chest grows heavier
with each exhaust of my breath
Intolerable weight looms over
like an uncertain death 
Unfocused and frenzied
thoughts blaze through my mind
Attacking and wrenching
something must be maligned
 
Unreasonable fears paralyze
and tear away at my pride
Hard to move forward
when I’m just along for the ride
The world spins around
as I sit frozen in time
Within this invisible cell
to an unknowable crime
 
With eyes squeezed shut
I beg my mind for silence
Seeking some sort of shelter
from this internal violence
Clenched jaw I push forward,
fight back and persist
Wake up to regret
all the things that I’ve missed
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Blackened
 
Blackened inside
Trusted you, I confide
I loved you
You lied
Now I’m blackened inside
 
You say people change
Seems kind of strange
I say they stay the same
It’s just our worlds,
are forever under change
 
Given and taken from me
More than you'll ever see
I'll keep giving back,
and taking back
My life, ... it's just me
 
So much more I should say
lying here in decay
The pain wells within
Dwells within
Nothing more to say
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Butterfly
 
I saw you first
on a summer's day
You fluttered by
without delay
To work to work
you had to be
Does she work
here with me?
 
I knew you were special
right away
Your love of life
eclipsed the day
Drawn to you
like a moth to a fire
Visions of you
brought me desire
 
I made my first move
in the walk-in cooler
That pickup line
should have got me no further
From that moment,
our friendship grew
It wasn't too long
until I fell in love with you
 
My love for you
has grown so strong
But if I kept you
would that be so wrong?
My love for you
is bitter sweet
You unable to give
what I yearn to keep
 
Flutterby Butterfly
I want to keep you near by
But if I did that
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you would wither and die
My love for you
lives till this day
So flutterby Butterfly
flutter away...
Until the next time 
...you flutterby my way
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Curiosity
 
Two souls meeting,
to curiosity's fate
Thoughts of you,
...as I lie awake
 
Once undisturbed,
in nested slumber
My interest in you,
grows with wonder
Schoolboy feeling's,
when we first met
Your face, your smile,
...I'll not forget
 
Curiosity,
to the things unseen
What's to come,
what might be?
Down at the park,
sand on our feet
The playful looks,
...you gave to me
 
Your curiosity,
to that I'm thankful!
With out that,
...I'd never kissed an angel! !
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Dark Cloud
 
Dark Cloud feasting
upon your soul
Slowly spinning your life
out of control
 
Blotting out
all signs of light
No escape
from this blackened plight
 
Lulling you into
a deep depression
Disease with signs
of rapid progression
 
Seemingly innocent to
the untrained eye
Well within my grasp
before I reveal my lie
 
Killing you with
my best intentions
Avoidance was your
only prevention
 
Unable to detour
what you cannot see
Forevermore beware
the likes of me
 
Ty R.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Disillusioned
 
My heart lies here bleeding,
crushed beyond repair
I know you want me
to be over you
 
“But I’m not”
 
Standing here with tears in my eyes,
knowing I cannot change a thing
I love you!
But your heart yearns for another
 
What’s a guy to do?
Can’t change the way you feel
What am I to do?
Feel like I’m dying inside
You have no love left for me,
I must let you go
Thought what we had was real
Now tarnished memories
 
Disillusioned,
I trusted in you
but you walked away
Hopelessly shattered
this once made up my heart
How can I blame you?
You just wanted to feel
the same as I did about you
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Distressed Love
 
So distressed
I cannot sleep
This stark realization
I want to weep
 
Reading what
you thought of me
A 'Dark Cloud'
looming over thee
 
My hopes elated
for a fresh start
Next thing I knew
you wanted to part
 
At the time new choices
seemed right for me
Not knowing it would
cost me detrimentally
 
I thought what I was doing
seemed so right
There were no intentions of
restarting this fight
 
If only you knew
how much I cared for you
You would see that
I was truly meant for you
 
Ty R.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Eroded
 
In the winter of 06
my life became frozen in time
My body still moves
but my soul’s hardly sublime
 
Thought I was side-stepping
this downward spiral
Though now it’s clear
I’ve become quite antiviral
 
Discarded by hosts
like shells on the beach
Nothing more of me
from which one can leech
 
The pound of the surf
shall erode me to sand
I openly beckon the waves
to return me back to this land
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Estrange
 
Goodbye now
and move on along
Thought I loved you,
decided I was wrong
Took two years
to let the cat out
For at least a year
I’ve known without doubt
 
Your problems and habits
changed my inner view
Images of you faded
our love went askew
There’s so much in life
and I want so much more
You are stuck in a rut
and you’ve become quite a bore
 
I leave you behind
and now I'm happy & free
No more complications
…..or your bother to me
Said you were my best friend,
guess sometimes things change
But the more that I knew you,
more my love went estrange
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Faith
 
These feelings of abandonment
I cannot seem to sway
My world has been overcast
like a steel October day
 
With god by my side
I tread through these trials
It still seems I’m alone
And have walked countless miles
 
Visions of you
ensuring nothing will turn me
With faith in my heart
I clamber on with this journey
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Falling Apart
 
These thoughts won’t stop
reeling through my mind
Where did you go?
Why’d you up and leave me behind?
 
So sure what we had
was very special and real
Something’s different this time
I don’t think I can heal
from these wounds
you have inflicted upon my heart
I try to stand myself up
but I keep falling apart
 
Can’t change what you think
or the way that you feel
Everything I said I meant
I never once tried to conceal,
my feelings for you
Now I lie here bleeding
wondering what I should do
If you only felt the same way
you’d know how much I miss you
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Family Values
 
Where have all
our values gone?
Were born we live
and then we’re gone
Family time and
home cooked meals
Seems it’s been lost
to fast food deals
 
Credit cards are
shamelessly flaunt
Instantly gratifying
the things we want
The games we played
back in the day
All of that now
seems so far away
 
Hide and go Seek
And Kick the Can
Now T.V, WarCraft
and a CPU fan
The wonderful things we
had planned for our children
I hope, that one day
we will be forgiven
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Fate
 
Fate, ...
has brought me here
Where?
   ...Here!
I am not sure,
  where here is
 
But I am here
  Bound to this life
For it is mine,
    ...to nurture
 
That...
   not unlike a flower
As everything goes
...It takes a lot of shit,
to make the best of us grow!
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Finding My Way
 
I pray each day to find my way
back into your heart
My strength your desire
to make a fresh start
A second chance you gave me
and I left you feeling deceived
Now only time can tell
when I may be permanently reprieved
 
My heart, love and will,
I know is all there
But when the time comes
will you even care?
Faith tells me things
may someday be set right
As each day passes
I will fight the good fight
 
This time apart has only made
my desire for you grow fonder
God give me the strength to
never again let my faith wander
Perfection in an imperfect world
it is so very hard to find
You are all that I need
and I acted as if I were blind
 
Life has given me the chance
for clarity and sight
I count off each day until
I’m back in your light
I know in the past I’ve caused
you trouble and strife
Baby I’m changing and pray
someday you’ll be my wife
 
My promise to you is
I’ll never again do you harm
You know they say
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that the third times a charm
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Forever
 
Sticks and stones may
may break my bones
But your actions
really hurt me…
When attempts to pry
the truth out of you failed.
You ran, called the cops,
and then had me jailed.
Now I’m spinning my wheels
In this cold fucking cell.
Another nightmarish trip
to this god forsaken hell…
I thought I did what’s right,
to catch you in a lie.
You just laughed in my face,
and spit in my eye…
The restraining order's,
placed some distance from thee.
From three hundred feet,
Your beauty’s so hard to see…
Said you’d never known true love
before we had met…
Now you look at me like,
I’m your biggest regret…
 
People once used to say…
“Ty, you need to be more sensitive.”
I say to hell with that,
Now I have no sense to give…
Mileigh, sorry I’m not there baby,
to be by your side.
Seems your mom thought it best,
to take me for a ride…
I cry out these verses,
and there is no reason for faking.
Feel somethings died inside me,
I can’t seem to stop shaking…
These thoughts of our love,
forever engraved in my mind.
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You saw it slipping away,
I was so fucking blind…
Turned your back on me,
when I needed you most.
I’ve never felt so alone,
I’d become some estranged ghost…
I love you so very much,
and I thought you could see.
But I know now you’d decided,
he’s more important than me…
 
 
                 Ty Robertson
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Frozen In Time
 
Pressing in from all directions,
constricting with every breath
Past thoughts loom over thee
no escape from this wakeful death
Here frozen in time for all to see,
no more cares to all this strife
With crushed heart and soul,
losing all ambition for life
 
Lying in this restless slumber
never awake nor quite asleep
Once strong, now forever broken,
how could this have ended so cheap?
Longing for love and affection,
words come without any meaning
Once I had so much love to give
over cliffs my heart’s careening
 
Love and affection, no more than words
used loosely for personal affection
Time has proven once again
that it's always missing key retention
Doomed to walk this earth alone,
no real love in which to confide
Every one who came and went
saw green pastures on the other side
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Go Away! !
 
What did I ever do to you?
For your actions,
are unlike you
Haven’t you done enough already?
This is where I ask…
Could you,
...Go away! ?
 
I never set out to hurt you
 
I only did what you asked
 
You cut me,
... hard and deep
So I decided,
... to retreat
I had to,
... except defeat
 
Now I've lost trust
..you see,
For this pain is,
... killing me
You can’t feel,
... the same as me
 
You used your tongue,
like a knife
Feeling's like you took my life
Then pierced me once again,
just for good measure
 
“Now I’m dead! ! ”
 
Can you just
...Go away! !
 
I don’t need this!
I don’t want you,
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...anymore!
You can go away
You can hurt me,
...no more! ! 
 
I am numb to you!
Or just to dumb for you
I don’t care,
...anymore
 
Please just leave me alone
...Or I’ll even the score!
 
Just go away!
 
You don’t know what love is
I was staring you,
...in your face!  
 
When you left,
a part of me died
For over a month,
I cried and I tried
Now that I’m gone,
you want to resume?
 
Go away! !
 
You’ll get no more of me,
to consume
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Golden Days
 
As I sit here
alone and thinking
Distracted thoughts
yet contemplating
All the while
aggravating
This soul of mine
won’t stop debating
 
It cries to me
that I am free
Through clearer eyes
I should see
Hold no regrets
to the past
Just cause some things
didn’t last
 
I try to see through
this emotional haze
In hopes of a future
in which to praise
Not thinking of past
as my golden days
I’m living them now
right here, my way!
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Happiness
 
Hello happiness you are back again.
How I’ve missed you my oldest friend.
Through all of the darkness.
Light comes in sight my friend.
Hello life you are back again.
As my life changes it keeps getting better.
The paths that I’ve taken I would reconsider.
But if I hadn’t followed this road, all the way.
I would not be here with you today.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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I Give You My Heart
 
I know at times
it seems so complicated
But sometimes I feel
as if feelings are evaded
Busy life continually
abounds all around us
Our doubts and fears
always seem to surround us
 
You’re so full of life
and light shines so bright
Your warmth that protrudes me
is such a delight
My love and world
to you I will gladly give
I pray you don’t reject,
please don’t be mis-give
 
I’ve felt like a junked out beater
on some old farmer’s lawn
But a new life has risen
since you’ve come along
I know I have issues
but I’m a diamond in the rough
You have my heart baby,
Let me show you that I’m good enough
 
Tygrr Robertson
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I Love You
 
My feelings for you
...are on the table.
Do you act on it?
...Are you able?
This next step,
...what comes with it
Not in the past,
...what’s in front of it
 
What do you think?
...With me on this?
To be closer to you,
...absolute bliss
The distance between us
...melts to thee.
My love for you
...is clear to me.
 
Both our lives
...are drawing closer
I give to you,
...my love,
my shoulder
 
My life I want to
...share with you
I can’t imagine
...a better thing to do
In my heart
...I know this too truly
I love you my darling! !
...Come be closer to me!
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Jealousy
 
Jealousy striking me in the strangest of ways
I know I should trust but it preys and preys and preys
Knowing I should abandon all of these thoughts
Worst case scenarios my brain plots and plots and plots
 
Tell tale signs get me to thinking
Next thing you know I’m clawing at the ceiling
Green eyed monster won’t you let me be?
Can you not see the weight that I already carry?
 
All I can do is stand by and see
I refuse to let you get the better of me
I make a phone call restraint to make accusations
Resolute to avoid my inner contemplations
 
All I could want is you there by my side
You’re the only one that I wish to confide
I know you want this time to make your life better
Look in your heart and see we could do it together
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Love Faded
 
Just because your love faded
Can’t let my heart turn jaded
I felt at one with you
But here I am, …
once again alone
 
I know that it’s not your fault
Too many demons in my vault
Smart that you fled
It’s just now, …
I feel so dead inside
 
I’m the same 	
as the same
as I ever was! !
 
You’ve long been gone
No choice…
I must move on
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Lovelies
 
Drawing me in
with promises of unity
Looking back now I know
it has damn near ruined me
 
Like sandcastles to tides,
crumbling out of existence
All that was built
is gone in an instant
 
No more will I build
these castles of sand
With shovel in pail
I start moving inland
 
One last handful of sand
I throw back to the sea
My tattered heart knows
It’s not you it’s just me
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Meant To Be
 
I’ve never loved
this way before
There’s not a moment
I constantly want you even more
My heart my spirit
You’ve raised it, it soars
I’m wanting, wanting
so ever much more
 
I know your feelings
you can’t ignore
Within your heart
you do adore
To each moment
I long for thee
What a perfect pair I see,
How could you possibly not agree?
 
Seems through passion
new life has come to be
Fate thrown aside, gleefully
I must love this blessing with thee
Before this fate came to be
I already knew I wanted
I can’t imagine a better life
than to spend it with thee
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Missing You
 
Beginning of
a new school year
I feel so lost
without my dear
 
Empty shell
my heart lie breaking
Shaky and crushed
my nerves are quaking
 
I lie here in
a scattered mess
My Feelings of love
I cannot suppress
 
My love for you
will never cool
My past mistakes,
I've been a fool
 
A connection so strong
can be nothing but fate
To renew our love
I'm prepared to wait
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Moving Forward
 
My chest grows tighter,
with every heartbeat
Synaptic misfiring,
trying to draw my retreat
Hands sweaty,
...shaking,
it seems so unfair
I tremble,
clutching my head in despair
 
How did this happen?
This wasn’t to be
Is not life expecting,
much more from me?
I bail and bail,
to keep this vessel adrift
For fear of sinking,
...into a cold dark rift
 
My love of this world,
and all that it offers
Not wanting to be trapped,
and sealed up in a coffer
Forever yearning to put,
these feelings to rest
Ever relentless in striving,
...to be a success
 
New path stands before me,
I know I must follow
First step is taken,
with a sigh and a swallow
To much my surprise,
as I look around to see
Support and direction,
...it's all there for me
 
Family and friends,
who’ve chosen to stay
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I wish thanks to you,
no words can convey!
 
Tygrr Robertson
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Muse In The Mirror
 
Taste the night
from my lips
Lowered head
I caress your hips
I want to taste
your essence your soul
Inside of you lie
the lien to your goal
 
You brush me off
like a crumb from your plate
I lay here coiling
your obvious hate
I’m the same person
as when we first had met
My special love,
and to you just another regret
 
Why do I bother
why do I try?
Lighten up,
live, laugh and cry
We are only here
for a limited time
Love one sided
such a silent crime
 
My heart burns hard
for you but I must suppress
Crushed heart in chest
I must digress
What the hell happened?
Where did we go wrong?
After this round
I will be immanently strong
 
I gave my heart
my soul my trust
Feelings now
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lie festering in the dust
Our lives spin
so out of control
Now nothing more
than a muse in the mirror
 
Tygrr Robertson
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My Gift To You
 
White noise fills every void of this room
Tearing at my sanity it starts to consume
These voices seeping throughout my mind
Suppressing thoughts my teeth start to grind
 
Feelings so strong you’re all I could want
A love so beautiful it’s so hard not to flaunt.
Moments spent with you are wondrous bliss
Alone in my ponderings I long for your kiss
 
Visions of you as your fingers caress my hair
I turn toward your presence but nobody’s there
I sit here alone as your spirit lingers around me
Our spirits entwined, oh God how I love thee
 
Tygrr Robertson
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My Heart Adores Thee
 
New love has formed
Paths ahead to be shared
Lives drawing closer
Are you scared?
 
My
...Heart
Adores
...Thee! !
 
To this I know
My soul,
...Aches for you.
My mind,
...Thinks of you.
My body,
...Waits for you
 
My heart,
...my darling
contains all this
...for you
 
This has already,
...Been given to you.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Numb
 
None of this,
...would I condone
Sitting upon,
...this dusty throne
Spilling feelings,
...into writing
Nothing left,
...that’s worth fighting
 
Slipping into a,
...depression slumber
Waiting for life,
...to call my number
I gladly opened,
...myself to thee
Obviously more,
...than you cared to see
 
Sadly I crack,
...another beer
And try to forget,
...why I’m here
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Old Things
 
A sweet old spirit,
…whispers by
Asking me,
if I’d like to say hi
I respond back to you,
…with best intent
No way will I ever,
misrepresent
 
A new friend I’ve found,
…I’m sure of this
Just chatting with you,
makes me nervous
The nerves,
…are not long to stay
As your wit engulfs me,
Totally
 
Drawn towards,
…this spirit before me
Your charismic energy,
drives me to implore thee
Please tell me more,
…I want to know all about you
Feeling certain,
That you are about to
 
Even though we are,
…new friends to be
I feel it will have,
…an old familiar quality
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Pondering
 
Living with swill
and praying for slumber
Waiting for God
to call my number
 
Once I thought I'd take
this world by storm
Realities prove
these dreams remain unborn
 
Staring off into nothing
until first twilight
When will I gain refuge
from this unending plight?
 
Writing late in the night
gives some hope to thee
Other than that
all other has failed me
 
Why has life become
so complicated
With it's advancements
why cannot I become jaded?
 
Even meagerly surviving
life's been decent to me
Sometimes striving for riches
but never reaching poverty
 
Love unconditional
or unconditional love
Feelings so pure it
shines white as a dove
 
When I pursue I'm oft left
standing alone in the rain
This grand rank of love,
surely I'll never obtain
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Ty R.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Remember
 
Remember,
of a simpler time
Troubles were,
...of the moment
Not in the past,
...or the foreseeable future
What future?
…Past?
Already happened
 
There is now,
what happens now,
and what is next to,
...now
 
No worry’s,
to the welfare of our,
...children
No worry’s,
of the bills to be,
...paid
No worry’s,
...to what we’ve done,
or whom we’ve,
...become
 
These worry’s
weren’t ours,
...to have
For we were but just,
children
              
...Innocents!
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Saturday Night
 
Saturday night,
is here again.
Want to go home,
And be near my friend.
Don’t care,
what band is playing.
I'm leaving here,
no more delaying.
No tavern or bar,
contains what I want.
No need in giving that,
a second thought.
I’ll wait for this creature,
that lies before me.
Don’t know why,
but she seems to adore me.
The feelings I have,
are there for her too.
Silently waiting for her,
to come to my zoo.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Senseless
 
So wanting for things
to be right in this world
Seems from every direction
it’s consistently unfurled
My senses overwhelmed
into another synaptic error
Like a trapped stallion
eyes wild with terror
 
My heart's beating so fast
feels it might just explode
Darkness surrounds it
as I watch reality corrode
Now I'm slipping away
into a blackened abyss 
Too little too late now,
wish I hadn’t been so remiss
 
Been through so much
and I oft make little sense
But with cautious abandon
I must lower my defense
My head filled with sorrow
as I brave through this night
Despite of it all
I refuse to give up this fight
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Serenity
 
I lost my heart,
but now I found it
Serenity begins,
...to melt around it
Lessons learned,
in life’s game
A better man,
...I’ve became
 
Humbled by,
my friends and peers
Never expected,
...in a million years!
A wake up call,
was so needed
No more hiding,
...being self-defeated
 
Though my crutches,
I’d always enjoyed
 
To them I no longer,
...remain employed
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Something More
 
My love for you transcends space and time
Each moment with you is purely sublime
Usher your doubts and come to me
I’ll be the good man you know I can be
 
Things have taken a twist and I can see your fear
Be calm my darling my love is strong and clear
There’s nothing more that I could long to be
Than you right here standing next to me
 
There’s much more to me than at first one can see
Give me a chance to show these gifts to thee
 
Down on one knee I ask for your love to stay
Feel a life without you would turn from blue to grey
My commitment to us required no decision
A wonderful life with you such a splendorous vision
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Summer Rain
 
Clouds whispering by
on a warm summer day
The sky peacefully
...turns from blue to grey
Thunder rolls
in the distant hills
I feel the air
...it's growing still
 
Cumulus engulfing
the hills all around
From the west
...there comes more sounds
Soon after that
I see the first light
A flash in the pan
...a lightning strike!
 
Lightning and thunder
drawing forward
A rain dropp dashes
...off my shoulder
Summer storms
they’re like no other
Like old friends
...and young lovers!
 
Standing here
as it showers down
 
Warm summer rains
...standing here
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Sunshine
 
An angel walked in.
Like sunshine,
on a warm summer day.
You cast your beauty'
upon me.
And asked if I could,
come out and play.
The attraction to you,
was instant.
No hope for me in,
being resistant.
Don't want to seem,
to persistent.
Please put away,
your running shoes.
Come play with me,
I'm here.
On broken wing
I'll fly to you.
I won't deny these feelings,
I have for you.
I am returning your love.
My heart,
I give to you.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Sweet Sorrow
 
Wrapped in your warmth
in the early twilight
As the stars bed down
and the birds take to flight
Out in the orchard
oh how we used to play
I still think of those moments
most everyday
 
I destroyed a love
that I will never forget
So sweet your essence
lost to much my regret
How I wish
I could take back that time
Funny how life’s filled
with riddle and rhyme
 
Pretending each day
to look forward toward tomorrow
My heart forever knowing
you’ll always be my sweetest sorrow
 
Tygrr Robertson
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The Way I Feel
 
To this, to this, I must appeal.
Save my heart I mustn't squeal
I claim the fifth to this ordeal.
Iron bars and prison chains.
Could not get me to explain.
Locked away deep inside.
The way I feel is mine to hide.
A relationship has come to be.
Feelings for you held deep within me.
No iron bar or prison chains.
Could have got me to explain.
But the love that you have shown to me.
Are more than walls and locks and keys.
I gladly open myself to thee.
And know you'll do the same for me.
I guess that is why I have to say.
'I Love You'! ! !
Thank you for making me feel this way.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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The Way I Feel #7 'Revisited'
 
To this,
.......to this,
I must appeal.
Save my heart,
I mustn't squeal
I'll claim the fifth,
to this ordeal.
 
Iron bars,
or prison chains.
Could not have got me,
to explain.
Locked away,
deep inside.
My feelings,
.........are mine,
....and mine to hide.
 
A relationship,
has come to be.
Emotions for you,
have grown from seed.
My heart for you,
is locked and keyed.
 
The love you've shown,
beyond temptation.
My love in return,
pure exhilaration! !
I gladly open,
myself to thee.
And know you'd do,
the same for me.
 
I guess that's why,
I've got to say.
I am so grateful, ...
for feeling this way! ! !
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Tygrr Robertson
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Thoughts Of You
 
If I had known,
I had an ability to write
I'd have gotten it right,
...and started so much sooner
 
The poem’s that I’ve written,
The one’s that were to you
They would have been so,
much different
They would have been,
...for you!
 
I don’t expect,
...your forgiveness
From all the things,
I’ve done
 
Thought’s of you,
still pound,
...in my chest
Because I know,
...that your the one! !
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Time
 
Time marches on
As much as we would like to,
pinch it...
            hold it back...
Or just restrain it for one moment
It is unstoppable,
             forever moving forward
Gaining distance,
              from the instance
Feelings fade into a warm abyss
The hurt and pain subside inside
           ...................................
                                To this I cry
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Transforming
 
Transforming this earth,
that lies before me.
Pulling away the weeds,
to see the whole story
Shifting dirt and rock,
to the eye’s appeal.
Pathways and terraces,
are starting to congeal.
This kind of work,
is therapeutic to me.
An accomplishment,
with substance visually.
To make order out of chaos,
on a little plot.
My heart and soul feels,
it hit’s the spot.
Life can be reshaped,
much like the land.
Live out your dreams,
that lay in your hand.
At any time,
there could be tragedy and sorrow.
So live and love,
like there's no tomorrow.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Trapped Within
 
Unsuited for
domestication
Only adding to
my frustration
Trapped within,
the skin of this creature
Ever waiting, ...
for the next feature
 
Praised upon
from a distance...
 
“Come closer”...
 
You’ll be my prey,
...quickly putting up resistance
 
Untamed heart
thunders my core
My spirit left
cold and sore
Until I can shed
the skin of this beast
Alone I’ll wander
till my next feast
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Trust
 
Excited to come home,
and see signs of my dear.
Even though she's not,
anywhere near.
E-Mail’s and phone messages,
I sift through to see.
If there's any notes,
left there for me.
Anticipation,
“2nd week in a row.”
Waiting to see,
if my angel will show.
I open my e-mail,
                            eager to see.
 
What wonderful letter,
she's written for me.
Read the first paragraph,
that's just fine.
The second and third,
my heart starts to bind.
I guess I'm not worth
the time we seeded.
For her to appreciate.
How much,
she was needed.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Turn Around
 
Turn around,
…runaway
For fear that love,
…may come your way
Emotions locked,
… deep within
Acting as love,
… were a mortal sin
 
Thought’s of you,
…everyday
These feelings for you,
…won’t go away
My heart yearns for you,
…with every beat
Refusing to accept,
…my ultimate defeat
 
In time I hope,
…you will see
Just how happy,
…we could be
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Turned Away
 
A thousand knives
tear through my existence
Left my lying there
in dire need if assistance
I thought you’d pick me up
if I’d fallen
Turns out you’re the one
who put me there
 
Was I a fool to think
I could trust in you?
Should I have known
that you’d say we’re through?
Given to you
my most precious gifts
Love turned to ash,
to the ground it drifts
 
Heart so heavy
chained inside clenched chest
Spirit’s so tired
wishing it could be laid to rest
Mind ablaze,
eyes like windows staring off into grey
What I thought so important,
I guess never mattered anyway?
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Unfocused
 
In a stupor I write this
Mind fighting for words,
Diluted focus,
misting my mind.
Alcohol,
      nor drugs,
lay culprit to this.
Thoughts spinning,
                out of control.
Past and future events,
keep me chained here.
Locked in this prison,
                    the present.
Shrinking from,
this ominous task,
that lies before me.
This merry go round,
in my head,
needs to slow down.
I paid for this ride.
       Let me back on! !
I promise I will hold on,
    tightly with both hands.
Till next time,
            we go round again.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Unforseen
 
Forlorn this love
you gave to me
Deciding it was
not meant to be
 
Love for you still
beats so strong
Your return to me
I do so long
 
Even though I know
that we are through
My gift of love
I bestow on you
 
Restless heart
forever screaming
Whether awake
or when I'm dreaming
 
A promise of love
you could not keep
what I valued as priceless
now appears so cheap
 
Love unconditional
vowed never to be lost
When you profess emotions
it comes with a cost
 
Ty R.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Unspoken Words
 
Unspoken words
 
No consideration of how I may feel
only judging me while I’m popping a pill
Apposing your morals and lacking appeal
the pain inside me your so sure it’s unreal
 
Appearing as hopeless totally lacking in zeal
accounting for nothing no hope to conceal
Your life tells you that I’ll never be whole
no more than a junkie/fisher casting his next troll
 
Swirling round and round in this endless fishbowl
no chance for escape from this bottomless hole
You personally resent my attempts at well being
every dislike has you contemplating in leaving
 
Man with good morals whom strives to be pleasing
seems now to you I’m constantly underachieving
An altered path is what I strive to achieve
the harder I try the less you believe
 
Your looks, words and silence strike out like a lash
displeased persona leaves me feeling no better than trash
You might just as well have struck out in violence
your actions so painful when you leave me in silence
 
I love you so deeply it seems you don’t know
I reach out to you but it feels it may snow
 
From the beginning my hearts been given exclusively to you
withholding your heart unlike the way mine had been offered to you
I will pass on the pills if that’s what you insist
I never once abused them, and stuck to the scripts list
 
Someday I hope to live without letting you down
I’ll offer out my hand and pray you’ll come round
Chalk another one up to my long list if of sorry’s
stick to my meds and get this accident behind me
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Now moving forward no holding back
one day you'll see that I’m not just another hack
There’s no point for you to cling to the past
yesterdays gone but tomorrow will last
 
Ty R.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Virtual Breakdown
 
Sitting at your computer,
…day after day
Another world,
…in which you play
 
Characters created
…by your own hand
Born from you,
…to walk these lands
Friends you’ve gathered,
…along the way
Bonds have formed,
…from cyber clay
 
For years your family’s,
…been waiting for you
Waiting, …
for your head to unglue
From that beast,
…who stole you away
Constantly calling,
…Come in and play!
 
Love you’ve found,
…in your virtual world?
What’s next?
…A virtual boy and girl?
Your cyber world,
…must be so much better
Don’t worry about me,
…please try to fetter
 
Once you were,
…my whole life
Now you are just the,
...hole in my life
 
I’m free now! !
…Free from you
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Free from you,
…and your virtual brew! !
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Waking Up Late
 
Love lost, to what cost?
This disease betrayed.
I wished you'd stayed.
To what cost? Oh such a loss.
Had I been able to see.
What this disease was doing to me.
To go back in time.
That would be most divine.
To expect you to stay.
Would have been wrong anyway.
All it took to see.
Was for you to leave me.
Your greatest gift.
Was my greatest loss.
Sad, Now I see.
All I had to do,
was do it for me.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Watching From The Wing
 
From a distance,
      you watch over me.
Sensing,
    your presence.
I turn and look.
   you are not there.
Feeling your
eyes,
     thoughts,
                 upon me.
Wishing,
I could see,
         you were there.
Knowing,
this is not,
some cruel,
                  delusion.
Friends,
      companions,
                       lovers! !
All of these things,
were in our hands.
We cast all this,
to the wind.
Thinking
       we could not,
                       want this.
We’re but just two fools,
in the night.
Hiding in the shadows.
Hiding,
    from our hearts,
                       true desire.
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Why
 
I gave my heart,
my soul…
my love
to you!
What did I get in return?
 
False memories! !
 
Why did you tell me you love me…
if you didn’t?
Why did you tell me you love me…
if you couldn’t?
Why did you tell me you love me…
if you wouldn’t?
 
Was I strung along
to keep me happy?
Or did you fear
I’d go out of my head?
 
You’re wrong! ! ...
 
But I still love you
I still love you
I still love you…oh
 
Even if you don’t care! !
 
You left me
standing there
Alone with my heart
in the dirt
I should have known,
this was going to hurt
 
I must be a beast…
because no one stays
close to me
I must be released…
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love seems so pointless
to me
You’re always displeased…
Something’s not right
with me
 
It wasn’t you it’s just me
It wasn’t you it’s just me
It wasn’t you it’s just me
 
If it’s not meant to be
Then it’s not meant to be…
If it’s not meant to be
Then it’s not meant to be…
If it’s not meant to be
Then it’s not meant to be…
 
Sometimes I feel I just wasn’t meant to be
Sometimes I feel this world wasn’t meant for me
Sometimes I feel nothing was meant for me
 
Sometimes I feel like I don’t want to feel
I don’t want to feel this out
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Windows To The Past
 
Images captured
Random moments,
forever frozen in time
Focused on the subject
Never knowing the outcome,
until after the flash
“Flash”! ! .....”Flash”! ! 
Light bursts out,
                    like bullet’s,
From a weapon,
                   stuck in reverse
Trapped in the cross hairs
You've been shot! !
No injuries made,
but the prize was taken
Instance trapped instantly
A little portal to the past
 
Tygrr Robertson
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You Got Me! !
 
You got me,
with out appeal.
This I know,
is for real.
You came into my life,
like a flame.
Then you went out,
with a hell of a bang.
I wish your fuse,
was a little longer.
Not seeing it's getting,
smaller and smaller.
BOOM! ! !
Sad you weren't here,
to see our destruction! !
 
Tygrr Robertson
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Your Little Brother
 
The one’s I’ve placed on my center stage
But now my values have been rearranged
Love... family kept within my legion 
The only ones that precede my demons? 
 
That chip on your shoulder, I can see through your lies
For what lies within us you seem to despise
I do not deserve this played out demise
How can you trust in your closed pair of eyes
 
I offer your hand as a friend and a brother
Past circumstances need not be recovered
Our lives our past… there can be one for each other
Neither you nor I can be replaced by another
 
What path to take to find your way home?
What’s to be gained from a go all your own?
I show my experiences that have influenced me
Why do you belittle the things that I see?
 
Tyggr Robertson
 
Tygrr Robertson
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